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WELCOME

PUBLISHER’S LETTER

DECATUR LIVING, LLC
P.O. BOX 2589
DECATUR, GA 30031

PUBLISHER	
Natalie Gregory

We’re back.
It feels good to be sharing
Decatur with you again.

THIS YEAR has had its losses, ones we would never wish for. But looking back now, I
see hope. I see healing. I see heart.
The limitations brought about by the pandemic nudged many of us to make changes
for the better (some would even argue they were long overdue) in our homes, our businesses, our routines and especially the way we look at the world.
Hope: After losing icon Congressman
John Lewis, a glimmer of hope showed
up in the new Black Lives Matter street
mural. We were inspired to ask Black
Decatur leaders to share how racial equality has evolved. See their hope on page 6.

Heart: Businesses have responded to the
pandemic in spades. They’ve revamped
their service with more outdoor space and
new products (page 28). They’ve transitioned to helping school children and their
families reimagine possibilities (page 34).

Healing: The world is looking to our
community for answers to the pandemic.
Our cover story highlights folks right
here who are healthcare heroes on the
front lines of fast-tracking vaccine development, creating public health policy
and caring for patients (page 18).

And our neighbors have shown up with
more love and compassion than most of
us knew was available. It came in the form
of creation – from an Ability Garden (see
page 14) to revamped ways of celebrating
holidays and life events (page 42).
Enjoy and treasure this issue as a year
in review of those who found a way forward in the midst of tough times.

I’m also deeply inspired by the literary triumph of Natasha Tretheway, who
recently published a poignant memoir of her mother, who was murdered
by a violent ex-husband on “Memorial
Drive.” The Women’s Resource Center
was created as a result of the tragedy. If
Tretheway can move forward after her
experiences, I know I can too (page 24).
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CONTRIBUTORS

What are you looking forward to in 2021?

Lynne Anderson
Writer

“I am looking forward to people coming together — in person at some
point! — to work on that Beloved Society John Lewis encouraged us to
seek. And I am looking forward to a coronavirus vaccine.”

Breya Rodgers

Associate
Publisher, Marketing

“I haven’t been back home to the DC area in almost a year now, so I’m
really looking forward to hugging my family and friends again. It’s the
small things that I’ve missed most. This year was tough for so many reasons, and I hope we can continue to take meaningful action to improve
next year and beyond.”
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Adam Linke
Art of Life
Photography

“Equilibrium. / ekw 'libre m, ekw 'libre m/ I am hopeful to find some
'
'
equilibrium in 2021! Not only from a personal standpoint but professionally and politically! This has been such a tumultuous year in every
aspect - it is definitely time for some balance and peace! I am hopeful we
will have a chance to enjoy some of the things 2020 has taught us not to
take for granted! Our clients, dinner with friends at a favorite restaurant,
weddings, celebrations, a great concert and travel!”

Theresa Woodgeard
Writer

“Next year I hope to spend more time with my three daughters and our
six grandchildren. I’m also looking forward to exploring local hiking
trails, improving my bird watching skills and learning how to kayak.”

Mel Selcho

Ellie Butterfield

Editor

“I’m hitting the big 5-0 in 2021 and looking forward to celebrating living
a half of a century on the planet. I have big plans to do that with people
I love at a volcano, which represents my purpose in life being to spark
and spread delight. But the conditions of the world may make that more
dangerous than I want, so I may be tasked with finding a plan B. Either
way, I’m grateful for the opportunity to age, not everyone gets that.”

Writer

“Every expectation I had for 2020 was met with something I could never
have anticipated, so I’ve let go of many hopes, fears and dreams for 2021.
Whatever comes at me, be it an end to the current pandemic or a brand
new one, I’ll be ready to accept it. The things I look forward to are not as
important to me anymore as being mindful in the present and appreciating it for what it is.”

Brent Cashman
Creative Director

“Hoping my family can make it up to Wisconsin to visit my parents, we
missed my Dad’s 80th birthday because of COVID. I’m used to being
a social person going to events, my band playing shows, meeting new
people. And I hope to get back to all of that.”
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Hope

/ BLM THEN AND NOW

by Breya Rodgers

Making Decatur
Even Greater,
Together
Continuing to flourish as a community
DURING A CHAOTIC YEAR brimming with tragedy and
tremendous uncertainty, former Decatur Mayor Elizabeth Wilson is
hopeful. As the first woman and first Black mayor of Decatur, Wilson
remembers how much has changed saying, “It was so different when I
lived in Decatur, it was so separate.”
Despite ongoing racial inequities and the global turmoil of 2020,
Wilson is heartened by the next generation. “I am very pleased seeing
young people get involved to make a difference in the community,”
she says.
Wilson’s sense of hope seems to be a shared sentiment. As #BlackLivesMatter trended on social media in the wake of world-wide protests
against police brutality and racial injustice, the Decatur community
sought to understand and address the anguish.
“My hopes for our community are rooted in the struggle to maintain economic and racial diversity,” said City Commissioner Tony
Powers. “We need to be intentional to have a community that welcomes differing faces and views, welcoming the young and old … My
hope is we all listen to each other and work together to continue a
collaborative effort in this city to build community.”
That hope and collaboration manifested in a Black Lives Matter mural on North McDonough Street in Decatur. Following the
removal of a divisive Confederate obelisk in Decatur Square in June,
Powers recalls requests from several residents, “young and old, Black
and White,” to implement social change. The city commission allocated $50,000 to address community concerns, with a portion of
those funds to be used for a public art project per residents’ requests.
Together with artists’ supervision, the mural was envisioned and
completed by the community. “I’m extremely happy with the finished project,” Powers says.
Local businesswomen and store owners, Bunnie Hilliard and Ty Jenkins describe experiencing the collective goodwill of residents and an
outpouring of support. With the popularity of #SupportBlackBusiness
on social media, people around the country began focusing their purchasing power towards Black-owned businesses.
6
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Elizabeth Wilson

“Honestly it was a bittersweet pill,” shares
Hilliard, owner of Brave + Kind Bookshop.
“While grateful for the support during these
uncertain times, grateful for the recognition
of our mission and what we created, there was
still a lot of emotion and sadness, frustration
about the catalyst of it all,” she mused.
Hilliard adds, “Decatur folks have always
been supportive of the space we created in the
Oakhurst neighborhood. I crowd-funded the
seed monies to get off the ground. I remain
hopeful that we will continue to value that
mission together.”
The pandemic has been tough on all business owners and the city has worked to ensure
businesses continue to flourish in Decatur. “The city allocated $400,000, and the
Development Authority and Decatur Legacy
project supplied an additional $160,000 to
a small business loan program for our local
businesses,” Powers explains. “While this did
not specifically target Black-owned businesses
exclusively, we hoped to provide local assistance where national efforts fell short.”
8
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Bunnie Hilliard

Ty Jenkins

While Black business owners face unique
challenges, they also express that the local
community acknowledges these inequities
and works to create a city of growth and support for local business.
“I really appreciate the diversity in the
area and think it’s important that the children and people in the community get to
see someone like me owning and operating a positive and successful business,” says
Jenkins, who owns Olive Branch Wellness.
“Especially when you consider the history
of Decatur.”
Wilson points out that Decatur has done
incredible work to welcome people from all
backgrounds and create a safe space to live,
work and play together. While there is still
progress to be made, the community stands
out as a city taking steps in the right direction. “If young people can work together, we
can have this community that John Lewis
and I talked about,” she said. “I’m supportive
of young people. If anyone can have a diversity motto, Decatur is it.”

Tony Powers
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Visit us in Downtown Decatur to Shop Local Gifts
this Holiday Season
www.trinity-decatur.com | 404.378.0197
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Family Law
in Downtown Decatur
When family matters become legal matters, the attorneys
at VanLanduyt Greer, LLC can help. No matter how
complex the issue, our goal is to find lasting solutions
for you and your family.

To find out how we can help you, contact us
today to schedule a consultation.

Divorce
Adoption
Child Custody

Child Support
Legitimation
Pre/Postnuptial
Agreements

LGBTQ
Name Changes
Protective Orders

404.373.9446
160 Clairemont Avenue, Suite 450
Decatur, GA 30030
vanlanduytlaw.com
VanLanduytGreer_DecaturLivingAd_7.375x4.5_09.2020.indd 1
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Follow us on our social media for Origami Gift Certificate special

Holiday Family Meal
in November and December

Two generous sushi platters with a complimentary roll to choose from.
*Pre-order only. Limited number available per day.

Please visit www.wagaya.us to pre-order

www.wagaya.us • www.wagayagroceries.com
Wagaya Emory
1579 N Decatur Rd NE, Atlanta 30307
678 949 9278

Wagaya Westside
339 14th St NW, Atlanta 30318
470 575 5799

Wagaya Groceries
349 14th St NW, Ste D, Atlanta 30318
470 869 6462

Hope
LOCAL HIGHLIGHTS
/ HIGHER EDUCATION

by XXXXX XXXXXXXX
by Lynne Anderson

Setting the
Standard for
Higher Ed
Georgia Tech dean takes on
virus control efforts
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WHEN THE CORONAVIRUS shut down the country
in March, Nisha Botchwey had to think about the well-being
of her students — all 36,488 of them. As the Associate Dean
for Academic Programs at Georgia Tech Professional Education (GTPE), Botchwey is one of many who came together
to ensure continuity of instruction for students.
“GTPE was brought in to support our continued instruction with best practices from remote instruction, given our
40-plus year history as Georgia Tech’s global campus leading
all online, distance and remote learning,” she said.
The first goal was to ensure the health and welfare of the
students, faculty and staff. Second was to ensure student
learning. As one of the nation’s top 10 public universities
and an engineering school of worldwide renown, Botchwey said there was no time to lose. Students needed and
deserved the instruction that Tech is known for throughout
the world.
That plan immediately involved switching students to
remote instruction.
“We realized we can’t just wing it,” said Botchwey, who is
also director of Georgia Tech’s Healthy Places Lab. By early
April, Tech created the Georgia Tech Remote and Hybrid
Teaching Academy, a partnership of several departments and
committees coming together across campus.
Every teacher was enrolled in the academy, with instruction for how to engage students remotely. The focus was on
“fundamental pedagogical and technological skills, as well as
best practices.”
Faculty were suddenly in online classes, too, learning how
to teach remotely to enhance the students’ learning experience.
“Maybe someone can’t hear, or someone loses interest,”
Botchwey said. Coming up with solutions that would meet
the range of issues is “challenging but not insurmountable.”
Tech came up with three options for students — those in
residential mode, those who study and attend classes remotely,
and a hybrid version where students attend classes online but
come to class for some engagements. The migration to these
modes involved setting up cameras, microphones and plexiglass walls. Various committees are now meeting regularly to
plan for 2021.
Botchwey points out that none of those ideas could have
been implemented if Tech hadn’t instituted policies to control
the spread of the virus.
“A critical component of Georgia Tech’s response is our
surveillance testing,” said Botchwey. The approach includes
testing people without symptoms to catch infections before
a person is contagious and minimize community exposure.
“We have the capacity to test up to 2500 people a day.”
The plan seems to have worked — the latest test positivity rate is less than 0.77%, well below the 5% rate the World
Health Organization says is an acceptable goal.
Students, faculty and staff complete surveillance testing
weekly and protect each other. “It’s what we do at Georgia
Tech,” Botchwey said. “We use technology to improve the
human condition. We’re the Yellow Jackets. We care about our
people and our communities.”
E n d o f Ye a r 2 0 2 0
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Hope

/ GROWING GREAT HOPE

by Theresa Woodgeard and Lynne Anderson

The Healing Power of Plants
Growing confidence and connectedness through gardening
DIGGING IN THE DIRT has become wildly popular since March. In fact, market research
firm Nielson Scarborough reports that nearly half of all U.S. homeowners gardened in the last
12 months.

Horticulture as therapy
Rachel Cochran, co-founder of Trellis Horticultural Therapy Alliance, explains why.
“Planting and cultivating flowers and vegetables can give us a sense that we have some
control,” she said. “Gardening can promote
calmness, stimulate our senses and improve
our mood. It’s an outdoor, healthy form of
exercise that can connect us with others in
our community, helping us feel less isolated.”
With a master’s degree in soil science, Cochran
co-founded Trellis with Wendy Bataglia in 2017.
The Decatur-based non-profit brings garden
therapy programs to people living with physical, mental and cognitive health challenges.
Last year, Trellis partnered with Callanwolde Fine Arts Center to establish the Ability
Garden from an existing greenhouse and new
14
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raised-bed garden. The wheelchair accessible
space allows Trellis to provide supported garden therapy programs for youth and adults
living with special needs and disabilities.
“Trellis’s goal for these programs is to
improve quality of life for those we serve by
providing purpose, fostering independence
and creating community,” said Cochran.
Pete Anziano, who sustained a spinal cord
injury, agrees. “One of the things that happens after a life-changing accident is that
you lose contact with many of the people
who used to be in your comfort circle,” he
said. “This is one of the only public gardens
I know of where I’m able to put my hands in
the dirt alongside others in my community.”
The garden has helped the students of
Jamie Littman, a middle school special edu-
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cation teacher, explore nature. “They enjoy
planting bulbs, making prism art, using plant
material, gardening and creating bird seed art.
The students felt respected and included.”
Program costs are covered by The Frank
Barham Scholarship Fund, according to
Brooke Adams, Co-arts Director at Callanwolde. “We worked and consulted with
Trellis on several different projects,” said
Adams. “Since the greenhouse was already
wheelchair accessible, we thought it would
make a great place for Trellis’s programs.
Now we’re in the process of completing the
outdoor garden.”
Cochran says having a permanent home
for the program offers “an incredible garden
space that allows people living with different sets of challenges, including those using
wheelchairs, to experience the restorative
benefits of working with plants.”
Learn more about scholarships and seasonal
visits at trellishta.org.

Flowers everywhere
Master gardener Catherine Anderson also
finds that flowers are healers of the heart and
soul. Her floral business is an extension of that,
named Les Fleurs Partout, French for “flowers
everywhere.” Anderson’s own garden abounds
with evergreens and seasonal flowers, many of
which make their way into her arrangements.
The conditions of the pandemic have
brought new meaning to her work as Anderson sees the response to both those who give
and those who receive the arrangements. She
finds being a part of that process gratifying.
“I got to do flowers for someone who was
turning 102,” she said. “She couldn’t have a
birthday party, and so her family sent her flowers. And the love, the care and the messages
that people put into them was so amazing.”

Anderson takes care with each arrangement to hear what the person hopes to
express, and what will bring joy to the recipient. Whether it’s a rose, a sprig of lavender,
or hydrangea, Anderson gives each request
special consideration, keeping her creations
far from predictable.
People are also surrounding themselves
with flowers without an event as the trigger.
Anderson said clients have requested delivery
subscriptions where flowers arrive weekly
or monthly to their homes. “The beauty of
the earth coming forth” in flowers is more
important than ever to see, she said. It can
be an antidote to the loss experienced by
the pandemic.
She recounts taking a visitor through
her garden, seeing the variegated leaves

of hostas, hydrangeas, azaleas, vibernum,
camellias, a magnolia tree and dozens more.
Anderson said there’s still color, from beauty
berry’s tiny purple balls to exuberant zinnias and steadfast dahlias. She notices the
small details, like an unfolding dahlia with a
soft touch of pink that would pair well with
nearby zinnias.
While Catherine has found joy in her
garden and in making arrangements for
others, she too has noticed an uptick in
gardening interest. “There’s a yearning for
connectedness,” she said. “I hope people start
growing more flowers for themselves. This
has been a hard time. And just being outside
is an encouragement.”
Find more at lesfleursdecatur.com.
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/ FINANCE

by Theresa Woodgeard

Finding Your Way to Financial Security
MORE TIPS
FOR STAYING
FINANCIALLY FIT

1. Envision your ideal
retirement. Aim to save
10% or more of your
income for retirement.
2. Review and update
beneficiary designation
for your retirement
accounts, life insurance
policies and annuities.
COPING WITH THE CONSEQUENCES of COVID-19 is now woven into the fabric
of nearly every aspect of our daily lives. The healthcare crisis has had an economic impact, financial insecurity can weigh particularly heavy on our minds. We asked financial planner and wealth
strategist Tim Martin for the steps that can be taken to improve financial health.
Martin owns Tim Martin Wealth Strategies and is a financial planner with Eagle Strategies, LLC.

How has COVID-19 affected
people’s money management?
This has been a very interesting year with
some unexpected bright spots. One of the
things we’ve noticed is that a lot of people
are examining their finances. Some are taking
a fresh look at their financial picture for the
first time in a long while, and some are just
getting around to creating a financial plan.
Taking a detailed look at the whole picture
helps people feel in control.
The personal savings rate is also higher
than it’s been in a long time.
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
reports that “People are working from home and
staying at home, banking money they might
have spent on transportation, dining, entertainment, vacations and gym memberships.”

What can be done to improve
someone’s financial picture?
This is a great time to give your budget a
16
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makeover. Make sure you understand exactly
what is coming in and going out. Take an
inventory of all your financial data including
your mortgage and credit card rates, savings
and retirement plans and student loans.
One of the top ways to save money right
now is to take advantage of the low interest
rates on loans. The lower rate also may enable
you to pay your loan off quicker.

3. Set aside three to
six months of living
expenses in a cash
account for emergencies.
4. E
 stablish or review your
will, power of attorney and
healthcare directives.
5. Examine your credit
report for accuracy and
explore ways to improve
your credit.
6. Consider making an IRA
contribution before the
annual deadline.
Details can be found at
TimMartinWeatlth.com.

How can someone navigate
all the options effectively?
Consider partnering with a professional. We
get to know clients by asking questions about
their individual situation and your goals.
Not everyone has the same financial objectives and risk tolerance, so this is a really
important step. Do you want to buy a home,
save for college or establish a retirement
account? That information helps us customize
your financial map and along the way make
sure it still fits your needs.

E n d o f Ye a r 2 0 2 0

Tim Martin Wealth Strategies is
not owned or operated by
Eagle Strategies LLC or its affiliates.
Neither Tim Martin Wealth Strategies nor
Eagle Strategies LLC, provides tax, legal, or
accounting advice. Please consult your own
tax, legal, or accounting professional before
making any decisions.

Healing

/ DECATUR DOCTORS

by Lynne Anderson

Decatur’s Own
Healthcare Heroes
Local doctors play key roles in
containing COVID-19

WHEN FEAR AND ANXIETY spread almost as fast as the
coronavirus itself, Decatur residents got to work to do what they do
best: helping one another. Across town and within neighborhoods, we
saw something great arising from the confusion and panic — compassion, care and concern from one another. It was as if the city’s residents
collectively said “no” to despair and instead tried to search for deeper
meaning and connection in the midst of chaos and loss.
Many Decatur residents work at the Centers for Disease Control
and have played integral roles working to learn about this distinctive
virus and determining safety measures, not only for our small city, but
for the entire country. Others are researchers involved in critical vaccine trials at Emory University. But, whether working on clinical trials
or trying to halt the spread of the novel virus, everyone has stepped up
and played a heroic role in this pandemic, including teachers, parents,
first responders, sales clerks in our grocery stores and drug stores, city
workers who continued trash pickup and those restaurants who kept
their doors open to keep us from going crazy. While we can’t feature
every single Decatur hero, we want to at least highlight some very special ones who have been part of a collective effort to learn from the trial
and to make lasting connections.

18
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DR. DEBBY POLLACK:

The pediatrician who made a quick pivot

Pediatrician Debby Pollack of DeKalb Pediatrics had
college applications and high school grad-uation for her
Decatur High School twins at the top of her mind as
2020 began.
Then schools were suddenly closed March 12.
“Everything ended that Thursday,” Pollack said.
But the seven-doctor pediatrics practice never
closed. Under direction of Jane Wilkov, they shifted to
telemedicine almost overnight to make sure all patients
could be seen via a physician-patient portal that the
practice uses.
“Jane Wilkov was really the one behind this all,” Pollack said. “She was able to pivot so quickly, turning us
into an all-well office and doing everything she could to

LOCAL HIGHLIGHTS
by XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXX

make sure we had PPE, which at the time was daunting because of
the shortage.”
The team did not see sick patients in person but instead through
telemedicine. Pollack said seeing sick children online gave her details
and unexpected insight that wouldn’t be there in an office setting.
“It’s incredibly reassuring” to see a toddler playing during a visit,
she describes. It’s a sign that the child is not suffering or in a seriously
ill state. She and her colleagues could also tell if a child is hydrated by
the appearance of their skin, and they could also see if children were
in pain or distress — all signs of symptoms of something more serious.
Despite a “learning curve,” Pollack describes everyone pulling
together to make the new condi-tions work. Some days doctors even
saw their young patients in the parking lot if internet connection
wasn’t functioning.

One challenge was that well-child visits needed to continue, especially for children who need scheduled vaccinations.
“Immunization is very important, and it’s important for children
to get their vaccinations on schedule,” Pollack said. The well-only
office plan allowed most to keep that schedule.
These conditions required fast thinking and action. Pollack said the practice
was plugged into the latest guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control,
ongoing research and the ever-changing news about the availability of PPE.
“You have to try to keep a positive attitude,” she said. “The families
we care for are all so sweet and appreciative. Even on the most stressful
days, there was always a parent or a patient who would make me smile.”
Pollack credits the gratitude she receives from those patients and
parents for inspiring her own feelings of gratitude for her life and
appreciating more deeply each moment.

E n d o f Ye a r 2 0 2 0
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DR. EVAN ANDERSON:

The scientist who fast-tracks for a vaccine

20
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Before March, many took for granted the work of physician researchers
like Evan Anderson. He leads a team at Emory’s Vaccine and Treatment Evaluation Unit whose work involves planning for and studying
vaccines. His work deals with both with immediate threats, such as
seasonal influenza, and emerging threats that haven’t crossed the average person’s mind.
The SARS and MERS outbreaks had signaled to researchers like
Anderson that other coronaviruses, such as the one that causes COVID19, could also jump from non-human species into humans. When he
first heard of the unusual cases of pneumonia that were showing up in
De-cember, 2019 in China, Anderson said he felt “very uneasy.” He
knew a novel virus that infects the lungs, has no cure and no vaccine
spelled trouble.
By March, Anderson’s team and others working on vaccine trials across the nation were in high gear in the hopes of identifying
a vaccine that could be tested quickly. Since March 16, Anderson
has helped fast-track research for two vaccines, one of which is an
mRNA vaccine that was developed by the National Institutes of
Health and Moderna. The other is currently in Phase 3 clinical trials
by Janssen Pharmaceuticals.
“We’ve benefited from a lot of basic science that was conducted after
the MERS and SARS out-breaks,” Anderson explains. For example,
researchers already had identified the spike protein on the surface of the
SARS and MERS coronaviruses, which led them to more quickly understand the spike protein on the new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2.
“A lot of work had been done on both,” he said, “and they are the
same family of viruses. This one is not the same, but it is similar.”
There’s more to vaccine development than what goes on under a
microscope, Anderson describes. “For my work to move forward, there’s
a tremendous amount of work to be done for each study protocol.”
Institutional Review Boards, regulatory requirements, compliance to
biosafety rules and recruitment of study participants all take a tremendous amount of time — and all are required by the Food and Drug
Administration to ensure that clinical trials are conducted appropriately
and safely.
Now that the mRNA study is in Phase 3, or the stage where the
vaccine is being given to people to see whether it protects people
from becoming infected, there are also patient visits and observation
at regular intervals.
“It’s been really exciting,” Anderson said about the work that is also
very exacting. He emphasizes his work as part of a broader team of
researchers, physicians, nurses and research assistants. Among them is
Emory’s Hope Clinic, the clinical arm for vaccine studies on a range
of diseases, from HIV to yellow fever. And now, the novel coronavirus.
Anderson praises the clinical trial participants for their courage and
their willingness to help humanity by participating in the vaccine trials.
“At the end of the day, you can have a perfect trial, but without any
participants it won’t work,” he said.
Anderson looks forward as the community, nation and world work
together and remain dedicated to the search for a vaccine.
“Having hope is really important,” he said. “We’ve come a tremendous distance since we first heard about the coronavirus. We’ve
made lifestyle changes, we’ve socially distanced, and we’ve worked on
several vaccines. We will get there together.”
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DR. LYNN PAXTON:

The public health expert who came of retirement
Lynn Paxton was scuba diving last fall, traveling to places like Egypt,
Malta and France — and loving every minute of it.
She had worked hard for years before recently retiring. A physician and
public health official who had helped to control diseases such as malaria,
HIV and Zika, Paxton was “having a wonderful retirement. I loved, loved,
loved retirement.”
As borders closed in response to COVID-19, she too, suddenly
found herself sitting on the sofa, binge-watching Netflix.
Paxton knew she needed to help. She began by volunteering for
the Medical Reserve Corps. With her vast experience, she felt like she
could be doing more.
“This really is a once-in-a-generation health challenge,” she said of
the havoc wreaked by the virus.
So when Dr. Kathleen Toomey, commissioner of the Georgia
Department of Public Health, called and asked Paxton to take the position as District Health Director for Fulton County, she agreed – even
though it meant coming out of retirement, possibly for several years.
Paxton said she hasn’t looked back at her retirement life. The great and
immediate need to coordinate testing sites, obtain testing and begin contact
tracing – all the footwork so essential in public health emergencies – has
made her decision clear.
“An old dog like myself has had to learn new tricks,” she said. And,
this pandemic has many different unique challenges, starting with the
unpredictability of the virus itself. Scientists have learned a great deal
about COVID-19, but they do not yet know how to cure it. Researchers around the world have been conducting tests and clinical trials at
breakneck speed, resulting in information that doctors and public health
officials like Paxton process, analyze and implement.
But one of the biggest challenges Paxton faces in her work came as a
surprise. Many of the health measures that needed to be put into place have
come to be seen by some of the public as political moves. She compared the
response to her time spent trying to stop malaria by saying “I’d never been
in a situation where someone refused to use a bed net to prevent malaria.”
In addition to helping to keep coronavirus under control, people
have other medical needs.
“There’s more to life than COVID,” Paxton said. “People still need
dental services and vaccinations. There is so much need out there.”
Paxton looks forward to one day going back to the skies and the
seas for travel and diving. Right now, she knows she is where she needs
to be.
“I can have much more impact here than when I was binge watching on my couch,” she said. “The fact that this was such a public health
emergency, I really had to answer the call.”
22
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Healing

/ A MEMOIR, A MOTHER AND A MISSION

by Lynne Anderson

Book Review:
Memorial Drive

The trajectory of tragedy: How
100,000 local women have been helped
24
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NATASHA TRETHEWEY knows more than she would like to about finding meaning
from tragedy. And she does it with such honesty and thoroughness woven with lyricism and light
in her new book, “Memorial Drive,” that the brightness is almost blinding.
The nation’s former poet laureate and Pulitzer Prize-winning poet, Trethewey turns tragic
details about her mother’s life and death into a journey of discovery, meaning and understanding. A pivotal point of the story provides the origins for the Women’s Resource Center, founded
in response to the events 35 years ago.
Trethewey recounts how her mother,
Gwendolyn Grimmette, who had a master’s
degree in social work, tried for years to gain
legal and personal protection from ex-husband, Joel. He even went to prison for a year
after assaulting her in 1984. Upon his release,
Joel continued those threats until finally delivering on them in June of 1985. Gwendolyn
had called the police, but they came and left
before Joel arrived at her Memorial Drive
apartment. He shot Gwendolyn in the presence of her 11-year-old son. She died instantly.
At the time, Trethewey was in shock and
fear. She managed to continue as a student at
the University of Georgia, finding solace in
poetry and literature.
In DeKalb County, the tragic story was
impossible to ignore. Gwendolyn Grimmette
had followed all of the professional advice,
authorities reported she taken all of the legal
precautions available at the time.
Domestic violence advocates came
together to start a place where women like
Grimmette could find safety, legal help and
court protection. The Women’s Resource
Center was started with a $10,000 grant and
a few volunteers.
Now, the center has a budget of $2.6 million and a full-time staff of 15. It operates a
safe house and helps domestic violence victims navigate the legal system.
“This organization was started because
my mother’s case was so extraordinary,” said
Trethewey. Domestic violence advocates in
fact called Gwendolyn Grimmette the “perfect victim” because her case showed how a
woman can still be killed even when she has
done everything she can do to find safety for
herself and her family.
Jean Douglas, the head of the Women’s
Resource Center, said Grimmette’s story
brought together judges, lawyers and social
workers in 1986 to improve the avenues that
victims of domestic violence can take.

The center at first held support groups in
a building on Memorial Drive, the very street
where Grimmette lived and died. Later came
a shelter, then another shelter, followed by
legal advocates who help compile restraining
orders and others who oversee supervised visitations of children.
Today, the center is in downtown Decatur,
but its legal advocates actually operate out
of the DeKalb County Courthouse so that
the process can be as stressless as possible for
women who are often terrified for their lives
and those of their children.
“We try to be like a one-stop shop at the
courthouse providing assistance for the filing
of criminal warrants, temporary protective
orders and making sure that victims get the
proper legal counsel they need,” Douglas said.
The resource center is also about providing care and nurturing for the victims as well

as their children. “They are a part of us, and
we are a part of them,” explained Douglas.
Douglas adds that the center has assisted
more than 100,000 women since it began. They
receive nearly 6,000 calls for help every year.
At the time of Grimmette’s murder,
domestic violence was not yet at the forefront
of the collective political or personal dialogue.
The legal system did little to help women,
with many police departments believing that
these were family issues to be settled between
a husband and wife. Domestic violence has
been historically condoned for “correction
purposes” in many parts of colonial America.
One of the hardest parts for Trethewey was
knowing that not only had her mother left
and divorced her husband, but also that she
had called the police for help the night before
she was murdered.
“They could have saved her,” Trethewey
wrote in her memoir.
This heart-felt book resulted from a chance
encounter Trethewey and her husband, Brett,
had at a downtown Decatur restaurant one
evening. When another couple sent over
drink, Trethewey went over to thank them.
The man, who had recognized her from
all those years earlier, asked Trethewey, “Was
Gwen Grimmette your mother, and Joey
your brother?”
She describes tears welling in his eyes, His
wife then told Trethewey, “He was the first
police officer on the scene.”
Bob, the former officer, told Trethewey
that he had recently seen the case files from
her mother’s case. It happened to be the year
that the courthouse was set to purge the
records. He asked Trethewey if she wanted
the files. They arranged to meet, and he gave
them to her.
Thus began a new phase of Trethewey’s
effort to find meaning from her mother’s
murder by facing the transcripts of conversations, the descriptions of encounters.
Trethewey said that “language and lyricism became the scaffolding” of making
sense of the horrible details. She said she
also wanted in many ways to linger in places
where the happy memories of her mother
that she had suppressed over the years lived
on. In Trethewey’s own memories, she tells
us with stunning, almost musical language
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about the everyday and sometimes extraordinary moments in their lives.
She recalls picking daffodils for her mother
on a late winter day, her mother rescuing
her from drowning in a pool in Mexico even
though she could not swim, her mother joyfully
dancing to “The Bird,” and her mother, dressed
in white with a large Afro hairdo celebrating the
day she received her master’s degree.
Trethewey only found out recently her
mother’s murder was the impetus for the
Women’s Resource Center. She visits now
whenever she is in town. She has been
impressed with how “light-filled they [the
safe houses] were, that the children were
being taken care of so well.”
And while her book and her writing are
important ways in which she has found
meaning and purpose from her mother’s
murder, Trethewey said she hopes that efforts
of people like Douglas and other advocates
for domestic violence will continue.
“It makes me very frightened for women
during COVID-19 having to live with their
abusers,” she said. Though laws have been
tightened and processes improved for victims, “people need to be educated, to know
how women are affected.”
Trethewey concludes her story, “Even my
mother’s death is redeemed in the story of my
calling, made meaningful rather than merely
senseless. It is the story I tell myself to survive.”

Gwendolyn Grimmette
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WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
Getting and Giving Help
Women’s Resource
Center is a local nonprofit dedicated to end
domestic violence. The
organization emerged
in part as a result
of the tragic loss of
Gwendolyn Grimmette.

PROGRAMS
24-Hour Hotline:
Advocates are
available for questions
or to provide peercounseling support, safety
planning or referrals at
404-688-9436.

Family and Child
Advocacy: Supports
through activities and
education that build
community and teach
peace including individual
and group sessions and
Camp PEACE.

MISSION: Create a
society in which violence
no longer exists.

Safe House for
Survivors: Provides
secure and confidential
temporary housing
helping guests transition
into a safe and stable
living situation.

GIVING
Getting involved can
include donations
sourced by shopping
the wish list or
financial contributions.
Volunteers have direct
or indirect opportunities
to assist with needs
such as transportation,
donation organization or
child care and advocacy.

WRC meets immediate
and long-term needs of
battered women and
their children through
several programs. The
organization is LGBTQ+
affirming who serves
all people inclusive
of sexual orientation,
gender identity
or expression.
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Legal Advocacy: Helps
survivors assess and
explore legal options on
a case-by-case basis.
There are programs for
Elder Abuse and support
for supervised visitation.

Find details at wrcdv.org.
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Reagin Eyes
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Meha Trivedi, O.D.
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/ BUSINESS RENAISSANCE

by Ellie Butterfield

Bounce Back
Local businesses shine their ingenuity as
they continue their pandemic pivot

MARCH 2020 came in like a lion with COVID-19 closing local
business doors and clearing calendars. Business is back with innovation
that has made us privy to a community renaissance. Here are just a few:

A Forgotten Alley becomes a Dining Ally
Pre-COVID, Decatur’s restaurant scene was a hallmark of the community. Dave Blanchard’s Leon’s, Brickstore Pub and Kimball House were
among those enjoying success.
“We had a very healthy business, and then, that all went away,”
Blanchard said. “We really had to work harder than we’ve ever worked
for probably less money than we’ve made in years just to keep it going.”
Safety measures of required face coverings, capacity caps and
increased take-out capability were key. But Blanchard found that what
really made people feel safe was outdoor seating. Thus arose the outdoor, beer garden-esque seating in the alley by Brickstore that formerly
served as a parking lot.
“It’s been there forever, but no one had any recollection of it,”
Blanchard said. “We completely cleaned it up .… There’s flowers and
tables and chairs. It sounds cool and smells nice. It’s gotten people
excited about something new that’s good for the city.”
One of those endeavors was a temporary soup kitchen put on by
Brickstore. Open to staff and “anybody who was hungry,” all the food
leftover the first few weeks of the outbreak was put to use nourishing
the community.
“We’ve had to get really creative with the possibilities of what you
can do to continue to make your businesses relevant and thrive,”
Blanchard said. “If you don’t do it, you may go out of business. So you
do it, and you see this really cool thing that comes of it.”
More details can be found at brickstorepub.com.
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LOCAL HIGHLIGHTS
by XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXX

Viva the spirit of reciprocity
For Cafe Alsace owner Benedicte Cooper, this reciprocity between businesses
and the community has been a crucial component of a comeback. Since
1997 she’s been serving regional dishes from her native home, France’s
Alsace region.
When she saw France experienced a shut down in March, Cooper
recognized the power of foresight and decided to get ahead of the curve.
“I figured it was going to happen,” she said. “[As France closed down],
that Friday we started doing a lot of food to-go in bulk.”
Though her close attention and quick reaction were fundamental
to the cafe’s success, Cooper recognizes the rehabilitative force of the
Decatur community.
“It’s nice to see the huge support of the community, the customers of Cafe
Alsace and the community of Decatur,” she said. “It’s rewarding to see that customers followed us all those months.”
Cooper paid forward this spirit of support, inspired by her customers’
loyalty and donations to the cafe, by donating meals to Grady Hospital
and healthcare workers “so they had help as well at the beginning.”
See more at cafealsace.net.
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Wellness
At a time where caution for physical safety
takes a toll on psychological stability, wellness
has new meaning.

Opening doors to
celebrating breath

Sip and sing
Jason Waller had just broken through his new business’s first year when the pandemic hit. The
musician-turned-coffee-afficianado had visions of information, art and music sharing when he
opened Waller’s Coffee Shop in Decatur. He went from live music every night to closing his doors.
He began by re-opening with tents, outside spaces and to-go service only. Gradually live
music has made its way back.
“It’s been rough,” he said. “I try to make sure I do the next right thing for me, my family, my
community, and then the business.”
Waller credits the support of the art, music and local community for sustaining his business. “It’s been incredible to keep this place open,” he said. “I started from nothing …. I keep
trying to match [their] investment.”
He gives back by fund raising for Amplify My Community every other Thursday through live
streaming live music.
For weekend live in-person music, the irony of pre-sale only shows isn’t lost on Waller. “My
whole life has been about gathering as many people as possible,” he said. “Now I’m trying to
gather in a more measured way.”
Find more at wallerscoffeeshop.com.

For Mandy Roberts, yoga has long been a key
to being well. She built a personal practice
before becoming certified to teach, and then
taking ownership of Decatur’s FORM{yoga}
in 2012. Bustling with more than 30 classes
per week coupled with workshops and
retreats, FORM offers“a place to come and
be seen and loved as you are.”
In March, Roberts began scaling down
classes before closing her doors.
“I realized we had to do our part,” Roberts
said. “But I was utterly terrified. This was the
first time we had ever closed. We’ve always
even offered one class on Christmas Day.
There’s a part of you that fears when you close
a door, you’re leaving something behind.”
Roberts was resilient. She quickly turned
to online classes before finding space outdoors for live, distanced classes. In offering
indoor classes again, FORM requires masks,
hand washing and social distance, and has air
filtration that constantly pulls in fresh outside
air as well as hospital-grade HEPA filters to
keep yogis safe.
As she navigates the changing terrain,
Roberts reflects on what uncertain times have
given back.
“This is the Achilles heel of business owners
– what brought us to owning a business gets
lost when we manage a staff and a business,”
she said. “For me that was teaching yoga.”
For customers, the yoga practice brings a
way to experience life, particularly appropriate in a pandemic.
“We are playful and authentic,” she said.
“It’s not about perfecting a shape. Yoga is
the exploration of and embodiment of being
alive. [With COVID-19] a lot of people don’t
have the opportunity to freely breathe. We
get to do that and celebrate it.”
See class schedule at formyoga.com.

Healing from the ground up
Laura Greiner, founder of Seed to Star wellness collective, also found that despite hefty
adjustments and a core fear of having to halt
wellness offerings to the community, the
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unique conditions of COVID allowed for a return to what it means
to be well at its core.
During quarantine, Greiner had to clear months of wellness events and
retreats, while moving classes to virtual platforms. Losing the energy of
the in-person classes, Greiner found herself needing to innovate with new
ways to engage the community of Decatur moms she’s always held dear.
In this crucial moment of restructuring, Greiner has turned to earth
medicine through stones and crystals. As she explored this wellness, she
found that the community is ready to do the same.
“People have just been eating it up,” she said. “I’ve been buying
stones directly from the people who dig them. People are craving this
earth medicine.”
Grenier describes the wow factor in our modern society of buying something that literally came from and in some cases is still covered with earth.
More details at seedtostar.com.

Sustainable mask making
Beya Made was focused as a collection of expandable baby and toddler
clothes designed to grow with the child, according to owner Laurel
Thompson. The line offered an alternative to fast fashion for kids.
When the world changed, so did their offerings. “Because sustainability is at the heart of this business, I decided to use my giant stash of
fabric scraps to make masks,” said Thompson.
Using a one-for-one model, Thompson was able to get around 600
masks to Georgia hospitals in a time of extreme need for PPE in the
healthcare community. Once that need was alleviated, the masks continued to evolve for customers.
Beya Made’s collection includes masks in all sizes designed from 3
years old to adults. One style includes an innovative adjustable ear loop
that feeds into a neck strap to prevent losing the mask.
“This unexpected pivot has absolutely saved my business,” she said. “But
more than that, I’ve just been so grateful that I can serve my community
with something they truly need to protect themselves and their families!”
Find masks at beyamade.com.
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by Mel Selcho

Good food, good dad
Wagaya owner Takashi Otsuka shares his vision of holiday sushi and home schooling
LONG-KNOWN AS the defining place
for ramen in Atlanta, Wagaya brings a lot
more to the table.
Owner and visionary, Takashi Otsuka, who
came to Atlanta from Japan for college, began
a hospitality career working for his uncle and
aunt (former owners of Sushi Avenue) as a
dishwasher and making his way to chef.
He opened Wagaya in 2015 in West Midtown and a second site near Emory in 2017.
With a completely new concept, Chirori
became his third restaurant. This summer as
an adaptation to the pandemic, Wagaya Groceries opened directly below the flagship.
Otsuka joins us for a behind-the-scenes
peek at his restaurant and family life, plus
what we can look forward to in 2021.
How did you decide to start Wagaya?
I always had trouble finding authentic Japanese restaurants in Atlanta. And the few times
I did, it was way too expensive.
My idea for Wagaya was to provide authentic Japanese food in a casual setting with
affordable prices. My customers should be able
to visit every other day without breaking their
bank account.

service, adjusting to a take-out-based model,
reviewing and cutting expenses, and re-opening.
As far as the schooling, I have spent more
time with my daughter than before. Our
favorite activity is an online learning program
called Adapted Mind. Even before bedtime
she asks me if she can do math problems. She
likes earning points to dress up monsters as
she gets the answers correct.

You have a 5-year-old daughter.
How do you balance your
professional life with your home life?
My weekly routine is to take care of my daughter for two days. Juggling two roles is like a
non-stop snowball going down the mountain... It’s definitely easier now that virtual
school started.
Being my own boss, I’m lucky because
I can bring her to work with me at times.
She can be very helpful restocking shelves at
Wagaya Groceries.

What do you want her to learn from you?
Get out of your comfort zone and challenge
yourself to get what you want. Your comfort
zone is relaxing, but it’s not fulfilling and
offers a minimal learning experience. She
doesn’t need to be afraid to make mistakes,
I’ll always support her.

How has this changed in 2020?
We have had to go through a lot so far this year
with our businesses: Shutting down dine-in
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What can we look forward
to from you in 2021?
Nagomiya is slated to open in January. The
concept is full-service, casual Japanese dining
with ramen, rice bowl and sushi. The menu
consists of less exotic items than Wagaya. I'm
hoping to franchise and expand my food to
different cities.
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Besides your notable ramen,
what’s special on the menu right now?
My favorite dish is “Kiss of Juju” (the first roll
in the picture above) named after my daughter,
Julia, who was a baby when I opened the first
Wagaya. It’s fried scallop with avocado inside,
topped with fresh scallop from Hokkaido and
Scottish salmon. What makes this roll unique
is the strawberry slices on top that look like lips.
Check out our “Holiday Family Meal”
with two generous sushi platters and a complimentary roll of choice.

See wagaya.us and wagayagroceries.com for
details and pre-ordering.

You know
how it feels to want
the most natural
birth possible?
[ So do we! ]

Atlanta Gynecology & Obstetrics includes you in the
healthcare decisions surrounding your birth experience.
Women have been having babies for centuries — our
physicians and nurse midwives have worked as a team
for years, guiding women along that birth journey. We
meet you at the crossroads of collaboration, choice, and
safety. Our goal is for you to have the birth experience
you’ve dreamed of — planning WITH you, not AT you,
guiding you to the best birth possible.

Visit AtlantaGYNOB.com to learn more,
or call to make an appointment!
Decatur Office
315 Winn Way
Decatur, GA 30030
404.299.9724
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Gwinnett Office
449 Pleasant Hill Rd, Suite 200
Lilburn, GA 30047
770.923.5033
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/ ZOOMING BACK TO SCHOOL

by Mel Selcho

School Reimagined
Four different approaches keep kids engaged in learning
BACK TO SCHOOL season 2020 was a mixed experience depending on where you live,
how old your children are and what your family’s approach to social distancing looks like. Check
out what school looks like to four different movers and shakers:

Home Schooling RV-Style
When her family’s long-established Decatur photography businesses saw the wedding and corporate events they photographed being postponed, Jenn Linke decided she could at least try to
make use of the new-found time. She converted her business management skills she normally
dedicated to Art of Life and applied them to planning a five-week trip to Los Angeles and back.
Her family of five will be living, schooling and working from their RV along the way.
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“It was the first time in 15 years we
had free time,” she said. “We’ve never had
a stretch where our jobs would let us have
five weeks away and there is an option for
remote learning.”
In order to make sure schooling stays on
track, she’s planned to be in more populated
areas during the week where internet should
be more reliable. Linke has even researched
Amazon Fresh grocery delivery to keep them
as contact-free as possible.
With theme parks closed, Linke says she
is excited the kids want to experience more
hiking and seeing national parks and natural
treasures. The list includes the Grand Canyon, Zion’s National Park and the Alamo.
She explains that her family will be packing flexibility as the unanticipated changes in

weather and area closures could change their
route and disrupt their plans.
“We’re teaching our kids the best
sense of adventure,” she said. “Maybe even
something better [than what we planned]
will happen. We could all use that outlook
this year.”

Extra Care for the Extra-Curricular
Teaching is a way of life for Brook Hewitt,
who has a 32 year career in the field. Several
years ago she took a brief break from work as
a formal educator to explore a career in photography. While her new business included
the excitement of photographing professional wrestlers and rock stars, Hewitt said
she missed being with kids.
E n d o f Ye a r 2 0 2 0
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She was surprised to find a dearth of
options for children to participate in photography, and began Camera Class for Kids
in 2012 to fill the need. She teaches anywhere from ages three through high school,
and even helps older teens with an entrepreneurial spirit work on photography as their
own business.
Hewitt’s hands-on approach includes
providing all the gear for class and helping
students leave with physical photographs
rather than just digital images. She even has
a printer that runs on batteries she brings to
the outdoor shoots.
When COVID-19 closed schools and
after care facilities, Hewitt made her first
pivot to create online classes and content.
Realizing her students wouldn’t have access
to her gear, Hewitt’s classes shared “different hacks and projects kids can do with cell
phones and tablets they had at home,” she
said. “I ended up teaching virtual classes all
over the world – Asia, Africa and Europe.
It was a bucket list item I never even knew
I had.”
Hewitt made another change this summer
to help kids spend even less time in front of
computers. She now offers in-person photo
walks in outdoor spaces as private lessons or
36
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to very small groups of children, many of
whom are already in some form of a social or
learning pod. To minimize exposure, she gets
tested every week, wears a mask and sanitizes
the cameras in between lessons.
Students have photographed with bubbles, mirrors and even learned to make
images of ghosts with the cameras in natural
wooded areas.
“Fun is a hot commodity these days,”
Hewitt said. “Watching [the kids] have physical freedom to move around, to skip and jump
and play is almost like taking a happy pill.”
Find more information at
cameraclassforkids.com.

The Pod Principal:
“I can help here”
Self-described “reading maestro” Anne Weidert left her job at Woodward Academy to
become a tutor and have more time with her
family. As business grew, she hired a team and
formed Smarty Pants Intown Tutoring. She
even converted a room in her home to mimic
an elementary school classroom setting for
her students.
March 2020 brought challenges and
opportunities Weidert never expected. As
in-person activities became prohibited, she
realized quickly that both the success of her
business and the students who relied on her
were at stake. While she quickly switched to

online tutoring options, it took some time
to convert the lessons through the discovery
of games, activities and videos that enriched
the experience.
As fall schooling approached, nearly 80
families reached out to Weidert for help. Weidert was able to connect similarly-situated
families with each other to form learning
pods, three of which are run through her
business. She handled the set up logistics and
found teachers to facilitate the public school
lessons and offer additional enrichment experiences based on what the group decided.
“I’m like the pod principal,” she explained.
“I helped them get set up and now put out
fires along the way.”
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The small group experience offers an advantage Weidert says these children wouldn’t have
experienced otherwise. “These kids are getting a different relationship with a teacher
who only has four or five students,” she
explained. “One of the kids even named his
pod ‘The Back House School.’”
As communities have reacted to COVID-19,
Weidert says she saw a lot of people stepping
up to help. “I can’t sew. I can’t do medicine.
But I know this part. I can help here and let
others help in something that’s their jam.”

Robinson said they maintain safety through
strict distancing. The gym has the room to
keep people physically spread out, wearing
masks and moving the groups to lunch and
physical recreation time in a rotation that
allows them to fog the areas with disinfectant.
“This is so much more than a learning
center,” she explains. “There’s a symbiotic
relationship between us and our community.
While we are providing a service to our community, our community has helped keep our

For more information, reach out to smartypantsintowntutoring@gmail.com.

Cartwheels for a Virtual Learning
Intown Stars Gymnastics began when owner
Anna Robinson found herself as a newly-single mom wondering how she would support
her children. She turned to her gymnastics
background, having been a gymnast as a
young child and coaching through the years.
She realized there weren’t any intown gyms,
so she began her own in 2014, in a room in a
church in Grant Park.
The business grew to a regulation sized
gym in Decatur serving 1,700 kids per
week with a competitive team, a wide range
of classes and camp programs. Intown Stars
Gymnastics was profiled by Inc. Magazine
as one of the fastest growing businesses
for 2019.
As schools shut down and it was clear they
were not re-opening soon, Robinson found
herself needing to make another business plan.
“I knew parents need to work, whether at
home or not,” she said. “If [the kids] were
going to learn on a screen, they may as well
learn here where they can also play in the gym
and be with other kids.”
She converted part of her 23,000 square
foot space into a virtual learning center. Then
Robinson went to work finding community
organizations who could partner with her to
provide scholarships for families that needed
help with child care.
They currently serve children in Kindergarten through 7th grade and divide them
into small groups where they can logistically
monitor, supervise and facilitate their online
learning. As a mother herself, Robinson said
she knows how challenging it can be to step
into the role of teacher for your own child, let
alone try to help teach them and work at the
same time.
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business alive by enrolling their children in
this new program. It’s literally meant staying
alive for my business and staff as we lost so
much of our revenue.”
“Not to mention building relationships
with local programs,” she continues. “And
the kids have a healthy, fun, and nurturing
place to learn while their parents work. That’s
worth its weight in gold.”
Find details at intownstarsgymnastics.com.

NOW OPEN In Decatur - 335 W. Ponce De Leon Ave.

ilovethegift.com
Follow us @ilovethegift
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Lighting up the season
Avondale Estates Tour continues with changes
IN A YEAR where the best made plans have
been riddled with cancelations, the annual
Avondale Tour will not be one of them. There
will be changes. The 28th Annual Christmas
Tour of Homes will be the Avondale Estates
Christmas Tour of Lights this year.
The committee is asking residents to
decorate with extra exterior lights and add
a Santa to their decorations. This will make

for an engaging game of “Where’s Santa?”
for children attending.
The tour will still feature homes, including Avondale “originals.” One 1926 home
on Clarendon Place will become a fairytale
castle with a slow, cascading twinkle of lights.
Another on South Avondale Road is using
white lights, air-blown Christmas figures and
greenery to create a Winter Wonderland.

28TH ANNUAL

“Lights, lights and more lights” is the decoration theme for a 1932 Tudor Revival home
on Lakeshore Drive. Down the street, the
decorations of the totally remodeled home on
the lake will be a celebration of light. Whimsical elements of reindeer, candy cane-wrapped
trees and a home-built gingerbread Christmas
train on the roof complete the tableau.
A 1950s bungalow on Wiltshire Drive will
be lighted by colorful Christmas spheres of
variously sized orbs made by the homeowners. A 1950s Ranch on Majestic Circle will
be “Majestic, Magical, Mayhem” using overthe-top colors and loads of lights featuring
the Majestic Magic Tree.
A 1951 ranch on Fairfield Drive will feature a light extravaganza. A 1961 split-level
on Berkeley Road will be seen with a largerthan-life display of Christmas memories and
lights dancing to music.
In addition to the featured homes, the city
will be “lit up” along every street in the Avondale Estates Business District and in the plazas
around town. Lake Avondale will be included
where walkers can see a floating Christmas tree.
The Holiday Market has also evolved to fit
the current world circumstances and meet the
needs of many who depend on gift shopping
there. This year will be a virtual market sponsored by Constellation Energy, with many of
the long-time vendors offering their goods.

ATTENDING THE
AVONDALE TOUR

Christmas Tour of Lights
& Holiday Market
SUNDAY
DECEMBER 13, 2020
40
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When: Sunday, Dec. 13 from
5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: Buy online or in person.
Price is per car.
Cost: $20 per car at Finders Keepers
Consignments or Garage Door Studio
$25 per car online at BigTickets.com
The virtual market can be found at
avondaletourofhomes.com.

Helping Heroes
Afford Life
Special Pricing
on select loans
Visit emoryacu.com for details
and additional bonuses.

Showing our appreciation and support for Healthcare workers and First Responders
INSURED BY NCUA • DEKALB AND FULTON COUNTY RESIDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO JOIN
DecLiving_HeroLoan_0920_1.indd 1

9/17/20 7:53 AM

Heart

/ PHOTO STORY

What
Resilience
Looks Like
Decatur’s
Unstoppable Spirit
Photography contributed by community members:
Willard Lariscy, Stan Orkin, Michael Pollack

THIS YEAR WILL be remembered.
There is a collective grief over losses big and
small. Circumstances required change and
leaders and heroes stepped up.
But beyond the challenges and the rise to
meet them, the calendar didn’t stop.
As birthdays, holidays and other big
moments came, we looked to each other to
find new ways to make a big deal out of the
big deals.
We celebrated in new ways.
Enjoy some of our favorite images that
capture the spirit of our neighbors who
refused to let the year cancel everything.

Fourth of July
Without big public fireworks displays and big
travel plans, neighborhoods stepped up with
their own lights and action.
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New Patient Exams
Cosmetic and Restorative Dentistry
Digital X-Rays and Photography
Teeth Whitening
All Ages Welcome!

Serving Decatur since 1973

404.373.7818
755 Commerce Drive Suite 520 | Decatur, Georgia 30030

WWW.OSHEADENTISTRY.COM

Graduation
Pomp and circumstance played from the
cars instead of the gyms as they lined the
streets with grads. There were no limited
tickets, so everyone got to take part in clapping and cheering from the sidewalks. Some
would even say this method of getting your
diploma beat sitting in a gym for hours listening to speakers.

Birthdays
When social distancing means a party isn’t
possible, ingenuity was required. Big yard
signs became the public display of affection. There were even happy honks as friends
drove by.
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Halloween
Innovation won this holiday as neighbors
went big and went home in their exterior
decorations. We saw parades where old and
young could strut their best costumes to
socially distanced on-lookers. And trick-ortreating went self-serve with tables at the end
of driveways or through masterfully engineered candy shutes.
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Home Means
Everything.
The resiliency of Atlanta this year
has been astounding. The meaning
of home continues to evolve
and my appreciation for matching
families with their dream home
has deepened. From Decatur to
Druid Hills to Lake Claire, every
home is special.
—Natalie
NATALIE GREGORY
404.373.0076 | 404.668.6621
natalie.gregory@compass.com
nataliegregory.com
|
nataliegregoryandco
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152 Coventry Road, Decatur

1810 Burlington Place NE, Druid Hills

2137 Palifox Drive NE, Lake Claire

Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors,
omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdrawal without notice. No statement is made as to the accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate. This is not intended to solicit property already
listed. Nothing herein shall be construed as legal, accounting or other professional advice outside the realm of real estate brokerage.

AFTER↑ BEFORE→

Maximize
the Value of
your home
Discover how you can maximize the
value of your home with Compass
Concierge, the hassle-free way to sell
your property for more money. From
painting to staging and everything in
between, Compass Concierge helps
you easily prepare your home for
market by advancing the funds for
home improvement services.

Rules & Exclusions apply. Compass offers no guarantee or warranty
of results. Subject to additional terms and conditions.

1220 Virginia
Court NE

223 Woodlawn
Avenue

VIRGINIA HIGHLAND
$599,000 | ACTIVE
3 BD | 3.5 BA

DECATUR
$795,000 | ACTIVE
4 BD | 2.5 BA

NATALIE GREGORY
404.373.0076 | 404.668.6621
natalie.gregory@compass.com
nataliegregory.com
|
nataliegregoryandco

458 Emory
Circle NE

352 Sutherland
Place NE

DRUID HILLS
$789,000 | PENDING
3 BD | 2 BA

LAKE CLAIRE
$1,089,000 | PENDING
5 BD | 4.5 BA

Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material
presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed
reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdrawal without notice.
No statement is made as to the accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are
approximate. This is not intended to solicit property already listed. Nothing herein shall be construed as legal,
accounting or other professional advice outside the realm of real estate brokerage.
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PLAN. PROTECT. PROVIDE.
TIM MARTIN WEALTH STRATEGIES
They say life doesn’t give you anything you can’t handle. But that
doesn’t mean you have to handle it alone. These days, it’s more
important than ever to make sure you have a financial professional
by your side; someone who can help evaluate your needs, assess
the current economic landscape and recommend a plan of action
that will help protect your family’s wealth, lifestyle and dreams for
the future. Let’s get started — there’s no better time than now.

TIM MARTIN, LUTCF
1435-B McLendon Drive | Decatur, GA 30033
770.934.7511 | thmartin@timmartinwealth.com
@TMAwealthstrategies

@timmartinwealth

T I M M A R T I N W E A LT H .C O M

Insurance Agency 5909 Peachtree Dunwoody Road, Building D, Suite 1100, Atlanta, GA 30328. Tim Martin is a Financial

1806672

